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Abstract: Possible configurations for propulsion and electric power generation on vessels are
an important field for the researcher in the naval area. The most important is electric power
generation. Nowadays, diesel engines are the main prime movers, although all sorts of other electric
power generating types are coming more and more. Apart from that, there are some specific high
voltage/power applications that use steam or gas turbines. As well as this, wind power, either on
a traditional sailing vessel or in a wind electric power generator, and also solar power, is gaining
interest. The modern configuration is developing until the goal of zero carbon emissions is reached,
using the electric power system configuration, introducing fuel cells as prime movers, and using
batteries as energy storage devices, to increase the system’s safety.
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1. Introduction

The future of ships is the electric propulsion, so more and more the ship designers are developing
eco-friendly solutions (safe for the environment), with the goal of zero carbon emissions [1–4].
An electric ship is more than an electric drive system; it includes power generation, delivery, automation,
and control. More and more naval applications require a larger amount of electric power generated
and delivered (much more than the commercial ships), which can be used by high power consumers,
high-power military loads, energy conversion systems, and a bigger delivery system. Other loads
may include an electro-magnetic assistance launch system, communication, radar, sonar systems,
and hospitality and service loads, as is shown in Figure 1.
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The future of ships is the electric propulsion, so more and more the ship designers are 
developing eco-friendly solutions (safe for the environment), with the goal of zero carbon emissions 
[1–4]. An electric ship is more than an electric drive system; it includes power generation, delivery, 
automation, and control. More and more naval applications require a larger amount of electric power 
generated and delivered (much more than the commercial ships), which can be used by high power 
consumers, high-power military loads, energy conversion systems, and a bigger delivery system. 
Other loads may include an electro-magnetic assistance launch system, communication, radar, sonar 
systems, and hospitality and service loads, as is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Power electric warship system: 1—advanced motor and propulsor, 2—motor drive, 3—
advanced generators, 4—pulse forming network, 5—energy storage, 6—actuators and auxiliaries, 7—
fuel cell stacks, 8—sensors, 9—distribution, 10—integrated power system, 11—integrated thermal 
and power management systems, 12 and 13—radar systems, 14—electromagnetic vertical launching 
system, 15—electromagnetic gun. 

Figure 1. Power electric warship system: 1—advanced motor and propulsor, 2—motor drive,
3—advanced generators, 4—pulse forming network, 5—energy storage, 6—actuators and auxiliaries,
7—fuel cell stacks, 8—sensors, 9—distribution, 10—integrated power system, 11—integrated thermal
and power management systems, 12 and 13—radar systems, 14—electromagnetic vertical launching
system, 15—electromagnetic gun.

The synchronous electric generator driven by a gas turbine or diesel engines electrically connected
with an electric propulsion motor is nowadays used in a large variety of vessels. According to [1],
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the total installed electric propulsion power in marine vessels was in 2002 in the range of 6 to 7 GW.
Azimuth thrusters and podded thrust units brought important maneuvering capabilities, control of the
dynamic positioning, and intelligent applications [5–7]. Now, electric propulsion is applied mainly
in the following types of marine vessels: cruise vessels, ferries, dynamic positioning drilling vessels,
cargo vessels, moored floating production facilities equipped with thrusters, shuttle tankers, cable layers,
pipe layers, icebreakers and other ice going vessels, supply vessels, submarines, combatant surface
ships, and unmanned underwater vehicles.

The scientific literature [1,8–10] mentions that the expected compound annual increasing, for the
electric engines and electric generators for ship propulsion systems, is expected to be around 20%.
Today, almost all the cruise ships and a lot of cargo ships changed to electric motor propulsion
systems. For example, the largest marine electric motors are installed on cruise vessel passenger liner
Queen Elizabeth 2, which has a redundant system of propulsion—44 MW, 144 RPM, 60 Hz salient
pole synchronous motors—driving the propeller shafts. The dimensions of the motors are 9 m in
diameter, weighing more than 400 t each. The installed electric power is 95 MW, produced by nine
three-phase 10.5 MW, 10 kV, 60 Hz salient pole synchronous generators—electric driven by diesel
engines. The vessel is one of the largest, longest, tallest, widest, and most expensive passenger cruise
vessels. Its power plant includes gas turbines and diesel engines that produce 118 MW of electricity,
enough to power a city of 300,000 people. Most of the produced power is used for the propulsion
system; each of the electric motors draws 21.5 MW during full power and it has Rolls Royce Mermaid
pod propulsors, two fixed and two azimuths rotating 360◦.

2. Propulsion and Electric Power Network

The naval system configurations for ship propulsion are presented below [4–6,11].

• Direct diesel propulsion, as shown in Figure 2a, uses electric power generated and distributed by a
separated auxiliary system, gearbox reduction and fixed/controllable pitch propellers, and steerable
thrusters with fixed/controllable pitch propellers.

The direct propulsion is the most common and basic configuration used still for many operating
profiles because when the auxiliary power is a part of the propulsion power needed, there is no benefit
in the combination of the propulsion and energy. Vessels like bulk, container carriers, or multipurpose
have this direct configuration.

• Hybrid diesel electrical, as shown in Figure 2b,e, uses direct propulsion, integrated electric
power generation and distribution, gearbox reduction and fixed/controllable pitch propellers,
and steerable thrusters with fixed/controllable pitch propellers.

The hybrid configuration combines the advantages of combined propulsion and energy at a lower
sailing speed, improving the carbon emissions goal and the efficiency (less power losses) of a diesel
direct drive at higher speed.

• Electric diesel propulsion, as shown in Figure 2c,d, uses integrated electric power generation and
distribution, gearbox reduction and fixed/controllable pitch propellers, and steerable thrusters
with fixed/controllable pitch propellers.

The main switchboard power delivery system uses AC voltage, as shown in Figure 2c, or CC
voltage, as shown in Figure 2d; in the second case, the power system is safer using the advantage
of the energy storage system. There are many reasons for this type of system—better ship design,
better power efficiency and reduction of emissions, better comfort from reduction of vibrations and
noise, reduction of the maintenance of mechanical components, and more flexible operability.

• Direct diesel propulsion by shaft uses electric power, which can be also generated by driven
shaft generators, as shown in Figure 2b,e, and a separated or integrated auxiliary system,
with gearbox reduction and controllable pitch propellers, and steerable thrusters with controllable
pitch propellers.
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The propulsion with shaft configuration is mainly applied on vessels with an important power
consuming process. When the process is not operated during sailing at maximum speed, then this
mechanical combination of propulsion and power is more efficient for investment, fuel consumption,
and emissions for container vessels or heavy lift ships. For separated or integrated main and auxiliary
electrical power systems, the goal is the efficiency of the prime movers and the availability of the
ship’s electric network. The shaft generator is mostly operated at synchronous speed, but permanent
magnet machines and power electronic converters allow generation at variable speed, so a hybrid
diesel electrical configuration can be examined, allowing electric drive as well.
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Figure 2. Naval configurations of the propulsion and electric power system, Direct diesel (a),
Hybrid diesel electrical (b,e), Electric diesel (c,d).

Tables 1 and 2 give a synthetic overview of the naval system configurations for ship propulsion [12].
Presented are the types of ships that match with different types of propulsions, advantages and
disadvantages of the propulsion and power systems on vessels, and installed power and parameters.
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Table 1. Trends for configuration of propulsion and power supply architecture on vessel types.

Vessel Type
(Voltage V,

Frequency Hz,
Power MW)

Frequency
Converters

Supply
Transformer

Type of Electric
Propulsion

Motors

Configuration
Solutions

Offshore Support
Vessels

690 V, 50/60 Hz,
13–15 MW

6-pulse Drive or
Active Front End - Induction

Electric propulsion/Hybrid
diesel electrical

Transformer-less solution
Less space and weight

THD filter required

Cargo
6.6 kV, 50/60 Hz,

48 MW
VSI with PWM 24pulse Synchronous

600 RPM/720 RPM

Direct diesel propulsion/Hybrid
diesel electrical

High propulsion power
High drive and motor efficiency

Low harmonics
Heavy electric plant configuration

Cruise liner
11 kV, 50/60 Hz,

130 MW
VSI with PWM 24pulse Synchronous slow

speed 150 RPM

Electric diesel propulsion
Highly redundant reliable

High drive and motor efficiency
Low noise and vibration

Complex electric
plant configuration

Ferry
690 V, 50/60 Hz,

13–15 MW

VSI-PWM
technology 12pulse Induction

900 RPM/1200 RPM

Electric diesel propulsion with
hybrid power supply

Robust and reliable technology
No separate THD filters

More space and weight compared
to transformer-less solution

Carriers/Roll-on-roll-off
690 V, 50/60 Hz,

13–15 MW

Sinusoidal
drive-Patented

STADT AS
- Induction (Two

speeds)

Electrical propulsion with
energy storage

Highly reliable compact
Very low losses

Transformer-less solution
Low THD (No THD filters needed)

CP propeller

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of propulsion and power supply technologies on vessels [12].

Technology Type Advantages Disadvantages

Direct (Mechanical) propulsion

Low loss at design speed
Low CO2 and NOx emissions at

design speed
Low conversion losses

Poor load efficiency and emissions
High NOx at reduced speed

Low redundancy
Mechanical transmission noise

Electrical propulsion

Robustness
Matching power load with generators

High availability
Reduced NOx emission at low speed

Potentially low noise

Constant generator speed
Losses at design speed

Hybrid propulsion

Low loss at design speed
Robustness

Matching load and engines at
low speed

Potentially low noise on electric drive

Constant generator speed
System complexity

Hybrid power supply

Zero noise and emission mode
Storing regenerated energy

Efficient back-up power
Reduced fuel consumption

and emissions
No NOx increase during acceleration

Constant generator speed
System complexity
Safety of the battery

Battery cost
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3. Aspects of the Air Emission Configuration Reduction

Only for the electric propulsion configuration the goal of zero carbon emissions is achievable if the
diesel engine is replaced with the renewable power generation, like the fuel cell [12,13]. Hybrid fuel
cell propulsion, and integrated electrical energy generation and distribution, with steerable thrusters
with fixed pitch propellers, uses as the prime movers the fuel cells instead of diesel engines. There is a
limited operating time, so for now it is used in the inland vessels.

The configuration is hybrid because of the direct online connected power battery. The advantages
to the fuel cells are: zero emission for the power generation, all electric ship, and high redundancy
because of the multi-functional power battery.

The air emissions coming from the combustion motors can be of different types. Substances,
like NOx, SOx, and particulate matter (PM 2.5 and 10 µm), are regulated by the Maritime Environmental
Pollution Committee—MEPC of the International Maritime Organization—IMO, the European Union,
the Environmental Pollution Agency—EPA of the United States of America, and by local governments.
The design is influencing only the PM type. For greenhouse gases, the IMO is involved in the reductions
of CO2 emissions. The issues are also economical, like improvement of fuel efficiency, future fuel prices
may also include additional carbon prices, such as future capitalization of CO2 emissions at a current
approximate rate of EUR 22/t.

The ways to achieve the green ship power system goal, from a design point of view, are several.
The traditional configurations for electric power generation, distribution, and consumption can
be improved by the reduction of consumption, improving efficiency for the auxiliary equipment,
LED lighting and intelligent consumption/control systems, and power management systems. For the
electric propulsion design, changes involve the complete drive train and changing the hull shape,
which are going to see the efficiency growing up to 40%. The potential for improvement of energy
efficiency is clear from the efficiency diagram for the example of a container vessel sailing at 24 knots,
as shown in Figure 3 [5,13]. We can consider that the prime mover can partially or completely be
replaced by green renewable sources, wind or sun power, or by energy carriers like H2. When applying
H2, the local energy conversion will be done with fuel cells.
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Electric diesel, hybrid electric diesel, and hybrid fuel cell power systems have a big power delivery
system for the transportation and distribution of the main power [13,14]. The main delivery can use
AC or DC voltage, low or medium voltage, with a maximum power rating; for example, an application
of low voltage has 5 MWe. Selecting AC or DC is mainly a matter of energy losses; for example,
if many frequency control power consumers are needed for gaining efficiency in power consumption,
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a DC voltage power system implementation will prevent the double conversion AC-DC and DC-AC,
saving up to 5% in efficiency. Because DC voltage power systems do not have reactive power, they can
be a smaller size. They do not need phase synchronization during parallel operation of generators.
As fuel cells and batteries produce DC voltage, it seems logical to select DC for the main power delivery
of a fuel cell propulsion system. We also have to take into account that DC voltage systems are less easy
to protect for overload and short-circuit, so ultra-rapid fuses are needed. Furthermore, DC voltage
power systems need more care than AC voltage power systems, which concerns safety for humans and
the machine.

The developing of hybrid diesel electric propulsion, power saving devices in the auxiliary grid like
frequency converters, AC voltage switching power supplies, increasing application of LED lighting,
and the electric network suffers more and more from current and voltage distortion and from increase
of the zero sequence currents. Because the power system is an isolated one, it is more sensitive to
the non-linear and the unbalanced loads, and for transient regimes caused by switching, so there is a
need for extra attention to electric power systems design, to electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and
earthing. Figure 4 shows a simulation for switching on 950 kW in the electrical network of a mega
yacht, presenting the total harmonic distortion on the system voltage, which is going to 9% and is
too high. For preventing such a distortion, adding 12-pulse transformers supplying the frequency
converter is a solution.
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auxiliary power system of a mega yacht, according to [13].

4. Conclusions

The overview of the ship design architecture, for the isolated power system of a vessel, is pointing
to the architecture with less air pollution effects, which is a feasible solution offered by the electric diesel
with the total or partial fuel cell power supply. Fuel cell power generation can be considered from a
shipbuilding point of view if the ship’s design process can provide an optimized system solution with
a DC voltage electric network and a minimum of negative effects on the protection and safety on the
network. Operating profiles have to give answers to the following questions: Does the operating speed
profile justify the selection of an electrical diesel power system and propulsion? Can the electric power
and energy system be supplied by fuel cells? The proposed solution depends also on the operating
fuel consumption and the load characteristic of the prime movers with respect to the functional safety
of the ship, but also to the maximal environmental pollution reduction.
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